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Tilles Admits To Overcrowded Conditions
by Carl Roberts
In a recent interview, Elinor
Tilles, director of college
residences, expressed concern
over the present overcrowded
housing conditions. To alleviate
this problem, Tilles said that she
would like to see a student committee review the room selection
process at Trinity College. The
current housing system was
originally devised by a committee
of students.
I This system presented problems
-f -this fall when Trinity received
more freshmen than it was capable
of housing. The class of 1980 is
comprised of 521 students, making
it the largest class in recent years.
Tilles said, "We just had not left
enough space for the freshmen."
She said that there are some upperclass rooms that could hold
another person, but that it would
not be fair to the upperclassmen
who selected those rooms to be
assigned an additional roommate.
The most reasonable way to
accommodate the additional fresh-

men, according to Tilles, was to
convert Elton doubles into triples.
This had been done before with
some success. Elton absorbed
most of the additional freshmen,
however it was necessary to
convert some corner doubles in
Jones into triples, and a few large
singles in Jarvis into doubles.
Tilles admits that this is an
undesirable situation, but she says
that things will probably loosen up
as students transfer or leave the
college. Students in the overcrowded residences will have
preference in moving to other
rooms as vacancies appear.
The students in Elton, Jones, and
Jarvis are disappointed. They are
paying the same fee for housing as
all of the other students on campus,
yet they must live under less
desirable conditions. "It is an
excellent hall," commented freshman Tom Baty referring to the
first floor of Elton, "but it just
can't handle the numbers." He
added that during the winter
months, when students will not be

Trin Grad Murdered
by Howard Sherman and Diane Molleson

f

In what appears to be a drugrelated incident, Bruce Bishop, a
24-year-old Trinity alumnus and
SAGA employee, was stabbed to
death early Thursday morning.
Bishop graduated from Trinity in
1974 with a B.S. degree in
mathematics.
Thomas Flower, a friend of,
Bishop's and also a Trinity kitchen
worker, has been charged with
murder. He is under police guard
in Hartford Hospital recovering
from self-inflicted knife wounds.
Police report that Flower slit his
wrists after realizing he had killed
Ws friend.
Flower had been employed by
Saga since August 1976 for work in
the cave. He came from Ottawa,
"linois, and was very interested in
music. Nothing further is known
about his previous background.
The stabbing occurred in a house
°n34SpragueSt., leased by Phyllis
Roberts, a 1976 Trinity graduate
and philosophy major. Roberts is a
resident artist at the college and a
Parttime instructor in the dance
aepartment. Mark Miklavcic, a
friend of Flower's and a third
. »AGA worker, was also living in
«e Sprague Street residence.
Miklavcic had been employed by
^AGA since the fall of 1974; he
worked in the bakery, and was also
a
parttime piano accompanist for
ne dance department. He came
irom the same hometown as
flower. A graduate of Ottawa High

School in '71, Miklavcic then attended Illinois Vailey Community
College. He had also studied at the
University of North Colorado in
Greeley,
A police investigation has
revealed the following scenario:
Flower and Miklavcic injected a
hallucinogenic drug Wednesday
evening. Police added that later in
the evening Miklavcic put his hand
through a glass-enclosed hutch in
the living room, and was rushed to
Hartford Hospital by ambulance.
Roberts was reported to have
called Bishop's home, asking him
to stay with Flower while she
accompanied Miklavcic to the
hospital. Police believe that
sometime after Bishop arrived at
the house, possibly 3:00 or 3:30
a.m., Flower killed him.
Bishop's body was discovered by
Michael Lestz, a Trinity history
instructor and Judy Dworin,
director of the college dance
program, when a call from Roberts
sent them to check up on Bishop
and Flower.
V
Tom Lips, director of institutional affairs at Trinity, said,
"Phyllis Roberts and the College
have jointly agreed that in her and
the college's best interest, she be
granted a leave of absence with
pay." He added that her leave will
be for the balance of the semester,
and the college is now arranging
for an additional instructor to
cover all her teaching responsibilities.
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able to spend as much time outside, they will suffer greatly from
the overcrowded conditions.
Sandy Yearley summed up the
complaints of many freshmen,
"There is too much noise to study
or to go to bed early, there is not
enough space in the room for our
things, and the bathrooms are way

too crowded." She expressed
concern that the students in the.
crowded dormitories will be given
lottery numbers for next year that
reflect their inconvenience this
year.
"What happened was unfortunate," Tilles concluded, "but
students can work effectively to

change conditions." She suggested
that another all-college meeting be
held similar to the one last year. As
a direct result of that meeting,
vending machines have been
placed around campus, new lounge
furniture has been ordered, and a
dormitory social fund has been
established.

Administration Outlines Admissions
by Seth Price
On August 28, 1976, Trinity
welcomed 568 new students to its
campus. Of those 568, 521 were
members of the Class of 1980. It is
a class that, although 32 per cent
larger than its predecessor, the
Class of 1979% meets the expectations for an entering class as
expressed by those involved in
determining the desired class size.
The number 521 was not arbitrarily selected. It was arrived at
after complex calculations as well
as educated guesses. Input into the
decision is based on numbers;
numbers of students, dollars and
beds available to name just a few.
Calculations that led to this
number began as early, as the
summer of 1975 when preliminary
discussions on the 1976-1977 Trinity
College operating budget were
initiated.
Each year, in reaching a
decision on the desired enrollment
in the freshman class, certain
factors remain constant. Perhaps
the most important in this category
is the number of beds available on
campus.
The college is basically a
residential college with some 1450
available
beds.
Admission
decisions must be made with this in
mind.
As far as the doubles in Elton
which this year were converted
into triples are concerned, Dean of
Housing Elinor Tilles said, "There
are 40-50 more new students than
had been expected and therefore
the spaces (in Elton) were put
aside." Once all available beds
were full, Tilles conducted an
investigation to find out where
these extra students could best be
housed and decided to place a
great number of them in Elton.
As for the possibility of having
placed the extra students in off
campus housing, she stated, "If
you're paying 6,000 dollars a year,
you're not paying just for the
academic experience."
Another constant factor is the
dining capacity in Mather Center.
If an unreasonable number of new
students are admitted, lines at
meals would be even longer and
more unmanageable than in recenthistory.
Also, too many students on
campus would lead to the increase
in size of classes with previously
low enrollments, and would
jeopardize small seminars.
These are constants and must
always remain in the back of the
minds of those involved in the
decision making process. Perhaps
the key factor, though, is the,
college's operating budget.
Each March, the budget for the'
following year is established.
According to Vice-President,

Thomas Smith, there are three College
Treasurer,
Robert .'•
main sources of funds for the Pedemonti, Trinity's budget this
budget. Firstly, the college has an year is based on a FTE of 1605,
endowment income which is Although as of this date, the actual
relatively constant over the years. FTE has not been computed, it is
Gifts received by the college are expected that it will be well above
another source of income and can this number.
differ in amounts from year to
By March, the college budget for
year. Finally, there is the income the next school year has been
received by the college from established. It is based on having a
tuition, room and board,
certain number of students on
Hopefully, when these three campus. Therefore, the next step is
items are added up, they will be to determine how many students
equal to the college's expenses and will be returning the following fall
the budget will be balanced. ( I t is and from that, to deduce the
important to note that the tuition number of students needed to
which is charged does not deter- reach the desired enrollment. The
mine the number of students man in charge of this process is
needed to be enrolled by the Robbins Winslow, dean for
college, nor is the opposite true. < educational services.
The two categories are inLast March, Winslow first
terrelated.)
consulted the Registrar's Office
The number of new students that and found that a total of 1170 (in
the college wants to accept is the Classes of 1977, '78 and '79)
related to the Full Time people were expected to enroll for
Equivalency. The FTE refers to the fall of 1976. From that, he
the number of students taking four subtracted estimated losses due to
courses, per semester ( or Academic Leaves of Absence,
calculated in different terms, those participation in the Twelve College
paying the college tuition of $1,800 Exchange, Transfers and other
per semester). In other words, if miscellaneous categories, and
two students are taking two arrived at 1,170 people. To that
courses each, that figure would be ! number he added estimated gains
equal to one FTE (2 students from these same categories (145
times 2 courses equals 4 which people). He came up with a total of
equals 1 FTE.)
1145.
It had been decided that an
This explains why although some
1720 students might be registered opening enrollment of 1700 was
for the Christmas Semester of needed (with a FTE of 1683) so
1976, the FTE is substantially less
(Cont. on pg. 3)
than this number. According to

SGA Elects Officers
by Jeff Steiner
Pledging to make the SGA more
representative of the Trinity,
student body, Gil Childers
assumed the presidency of the
Student Government Association.
In addition to Childers other officers elected at the first meeting
of the academic year were Bob
Hurlock ( Vice-President) and
Larry Golden (Treasurer and
Office
Manager).
Dianne
Rosenstrater was reappointed
Secretary by acclamation.
Although Childers offered no
specifics, he said that he hoped for
a very successful year in which the
SGA would play a vital role for the
entire Trinity Community.
Among the most pressing
responsibilities the SGA must deal
with is the faltering membership
on the Mather Board of Governors
( MBOG). It was decided that the
empty places should be filled in the
upcoming elections. In the past
there has been a marked lack of
interest in serving on MBOG. If
there are not sufficient candidates

for the thirty vacant places it was
suggested that interested students
should be permitted to petition for
membership. This proposal was
tabled for further discussion after
the nine empty SGA positions were
filled.
Outgoing President Steve
Kayman announced that the long
awaited Rathskeller would open
within the month in the "Red
Room" of the Mather Dining Hall.
Final details are being arranged
between SGA and the Liquor
Commission on several technical
points concerning the use of the
Washington Room for dances.
At present there is a split opinion
as to whether SGA sponsored
dances require a temporary liquor
permit to serve alcoholic
beverages.. The new SGA administration is planning to meet
with the College's legal council to
investigate the possibility of using
separate bank accounts, one for
gate receipts and one for the
purchase of refreshments.
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Winer Assumes Dean s Post
Mather Campus Center. The dean
of students is a counselor, and aids
by Diane Molleson
in discipline and academic
serious
student
Professor David Winer, the problems,
newly appointed dean of students, emergencies, and such minor
described the position as "very problems, as taking someone off
the linen service.
challenging and diversified."
Describing his duties and
responsibilities, Winer said that he
handles anything related to nonacademic student life on campus.
For example, his office runs freshmen orientation, helps organize the
matriculation ceremony, runs the
medical center, and is ultimately
responsible for the activities of

Winer's main goal is "to make
student life on campus more attractive to the students." In order
to do this, Winer plans to set up
student advisory committees
which would be made of students
representing diverse groups and
interests on campus and be
responsible to him.

"The students on these committeesshouldbepeoplenot already
involved in campus activities,"
stated Winer for his prime purpose
is to get as many students as
possible involved in the school.
Students interested in joining an
advisory committee should get in
touch with him directly, he added.
The dean of students intends to
make himself very accessible to
the student body, and said he hopes
that students "feel free to come
speak to him even if they do not
have a specific problem."
Winer has already attended
many student events, specifically a
dance, football practices, and night
lectures. In addition, he said that
he plans to meet with various
women's and minority groups on
campus, "to gain a better understanding of student life on
campus, and thereby better it."

Davis Joins
Faculty
by Mary Jane Domle
Glen E, Davis, 27, lecturer in
Psychology, has recently joined
the Trinity Psychology department. Davis comes to Trinity with
a background of undergraduate
work at Allegheny College and
Boston University. He is currently
formalizing plans for doctoral
study at S.U.N.Y. at Stoneybrook.

Dr. Gerald Kamber named
Modern Language department head.

Kamber Chairs
Languages
this would depend on the needs and
desires of the students.
Although there are no radical
The new chairman, who also
changes foreseen in the near
teaches French and Italian,
future, Professor Gerald Kamber,
regards Trinity with great ennew professor and chairman of the
thusiasm, and said it is "verv
modern language department
aesthetically enjoyable." Trinity
seems to hope for some minor
students, he said, are the best he
improvements in the department.
has taught. His department is
He admitted, however, that he
uniformly strong; "I think it is the
would like to get to know the whole best department I have ever taught
situation better before he begins
in." He praised his colleagues,
making changes, and added that • saying they are well-trained, exall decisions are made by the perienced people who have broad
entire department, not only by interests. Despite his belief in the
him.
strength of the modern language
Kamber, who comes to Trinity department, Kamber seems
with an extensive list of creden- dedicated to its continual growth.
tials, said he would ultimately like
Kamber also has broad interests
to emphasize the linguistic method and an interesting background. He
in the teaching of languages, an reads eleven languages, but only
approach, which, he says, has been speaks two fluently. His first
neglected everywhere. He said he foreign language was Japanese,
would like to see an increase in the which he learned while he served
number of serious students of
in the Marines. His most imliterature.
pressive experience was his
When questioned about com- presence at the 1970 Kent State
plaints involving excesively large shootings.
language classes, he said that class
Kamber, the husband of a
size should depend on the level of
the class. He said that language horseback riding instructor and
classes should ideally be small, but father of two young sons, is in"things cannot be ideal." In this terested in many kinds of music
vein, he pointed to the first change and was a jazz saxophonist in his
of this scholastic year. Several youth. He is interested in athletics,
larger class sections have been particularly long-distance cycling
split into smaller groups that meet and in art, where he considers
himself a "very small-scale
for shorter periods of time.
collector." He has hopes of
Kamber said he would like to add organizing a trip to Montreal for
' other languages to the department, French majors and other in: particularly Portugese and one or terested students during the spring
two_Oriental languages. However, open period.
by Alan Levine

u_

With outside interests in
photography and bicycles, Davis'
latest accomplishment is the acceptance of several papers on
environmental pshcology. Welltrained in this area of psychology,
Davis displays a well-developed
interest
in
environmental
psychology, which focuses on
urban problems, the effects of
modern techonology and the influence of external stimuli in
general upon the behavior and
interactions of individuals and
communities.
Along with his academic training
in psychology, Davis holds three
years experience as a psychiatric
aid in a mental hospital and an
assistant
therapist
in
a
psychoanalytic intitute.
At Stonybrook he was research
assistant and instructor while
completing his masters degree.
One of his summers during grad
school was spent in Washington,
D.C. at the National Academy of
Science, working as a research
assistant. The work completed that
summer led to the publication of a
paper on the relation between
transportation noise and human
annoyance levels.
When asked what he felt would
be his contributions to the
department of psychology and his
students here at Trinity, Davis
referred to his course: Experimental Psychology, Methods
of Evaluation. Psychology 221 is a
two credit course, co-taught by
professors Davis and Doten. Davis
feels his major contribution will be
his experience in teaching experimental methods of psychology
with the use of statistical tools and
scientific method. He hopes to
encourage his students in the
development of their own research
projects and to instruct them in the
practical
applications
of
laboratory psychology.
His own research interests in
environmental psych have brought
him to both the Eastern
Psychological Association ( EPA)
and the American Psychological
Association (APA) within the past
two years for presentation of his
papers. Some of his other work will
appear as a book chapter currently
in print, and in Environment and
Behavior — a journal of environmental psychology.

This is the first
in a series of interviews
covering newcomers
to the Trinity community.

King Assists in Counseling
by Pat Heffernan
The class of 1977 and prospective
Trinity graduates have the good
fortune of having Jean King as
Career Counselor. King arrived at
Trinity College this summer and
says she looks forward to her work
with the students of Trinity.
King graduated from Dickinson
College in 1967 and began working
with people immediately. She was
employed as a social worker by the
state of New York where she
counseled disturbed adolescents.
In addition, King has worked with
a San Diego County Office as an
eligibility officer. She did her
graduate study at the State
University of Albany, and in May
of 1976 she was awarded a Master
of Science Ed. S. Certificate in
Student Personnel Services.
She gained actual Career
Counseling experience at Keene
State College in New Hampshire.
King is interested in discussing
the career goals and aspirations of
Trinity women. She "would like to
see more freshpersons and
sophomores involved and interested in the affairs of the Career
Counseling Office." She pointed
out that "One can aid in the
direction of younger people in
finding them summer jobs they

might be interested in or designing
an intern project of special and |
goal-directed interest."
In active pursuit of incorporating
freshpersons
into
career
awareness, King is in the planning
stages of designing a group
counseling/life planning seminar,
She encourages Trinity students to
take advantage of the Spring internship program which aids
students in their attempts to find a
suitable career by offering the
chance to work in a desired field
during the spring vacation.
King sees no drastic changes in
job opportunities for the class of
1977. Employment opportunities
are still expanding and she sees &.
liberal arts education as openings
up more possibilities. King sees the"
Bachelor of Arts degree as in-3
dicative of "a manageable and
flexible type person. It is good for
the individual who likes to explore."
King is a member of the
American Personnel and Guidance
Association,
the.
National
Association of Women Deans,"
Administrators, and Counselors,
and is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa.

Metcalf Returns

by Diane Molleson
John Metcalf, a part-time lecturer in psychology began teaching
at Trinity last spring. "They liked
me so much, they had me return,"
he joked.
A native of Texas, Metcalf still
retains a slight accent and a
seemingly relaxed easygoii g
manner. He matriculated at tie
University of Texas, and went to
Yale for graduate work in
psychology. Presently in his fourth
year at Yale, he teaches a
psychology course at Trinity entitled, "Motivation."
"Fortunately, I am able to
conduct my class as a seminar,"
Metcalf said. "I can get closer to
the students, and gain more experience in teaching than if it were
a lecture course," he said. Metcalf
is grateful for the teaching experience he is receiving here. He
referred to teaching as "a skill that

is gained through experience and"
practice."
In addition to his teaching duties,-^
Metcalf is conducting a study in
general psychology with Professor^
Andrew Baum, assistant professor \
of psychology.
\
When asked his general impressions of Trinity, Metcalf
responded, "I like Trinity; I like it
better than Yale. Students at
Trinity are more involved with the
educational process," He said that
there is more give and take here
than at Yale where the students, [
paying over $6,000 per ye'ar simply^
sit in classes expecting to be"
taught, but do not go out, of their
way to do much in return; Metcalf
was a teaching fellow at Yale;
Aside from teaching, Metcalf is
an avid photographer, and enjoys
all outdoor athletics, particularly
baseball.

Rudavsky Adds
New Dimension

by Peter Davis
Joining the Trinity faculty this
year as assistant professor of
philosophy is Tamar Rudavsky. A
native of the Boston area, she
received her B.A. in Philosophy
and Jewish Studies at Brandeis
University.
On discussing her first impressions of Trinity College, she
remarked that she was impressed
by its open, friendly atmosphere
which she saw as being an advantage unique to the smaller
institution such as Trinity. Such an
atmosphere is perhaps conducive
to more intimate intellectual
contact. Rudavsky expressed a
desire to communicate with her
students on a personal level to
being one of her main goals as a
professor.
In talking about the students, she
mentioned that she had not had
enough time to evaluete her
classes fully, but that she was
rather amazed at the high

academic caliber of the students.
Overall, Rudavsky had a very
positive outlook towards the-Trinity College community, and
said she felt optimistic about her
future teaching experiences.
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Rathskellar Plans Approach Completion
by Elise White
Trinity may have a touch of'
German flavor this year with the
opening of a rathskellar tentatively
scheduled for Friday, November 11
or Saturday, November 12.
Patterned after the German
cellar restaurant,
Trinity's
rathskellar will offer students a
relaxing, social atmosphere in the
red dining room at Mather Campus
Center.
The rathskellar will be open to
students and faculty from 3 to 5
p.m. and 8 p.m. to l a.m. Monday,
through Saturday. Sunday hours
will be 8 to 11 p.m. During these
times, a choice of beer, served
either by the glass or the pitcher,
food and other non-alcoholic
beverages will be served at
reasonable prices. Orders will be

taken by waiters and waitresses.
Students under 18 or without
Trinity ID cards will not be served.
According to M. David Lee,
Director of Student Services,
arrangements with the Liquor
Commission have already been
made, and the permit for the
rathskellar can be procured under
two conditions: (1) that the beer
can be locked up when not in use,
( 2) that the premises are ready for
the rathskellar. Lee will send a
proposal to Vice-President Thomas
A. Smith suggesting that a fulltime professional manager be
hired to supervise the administration of the rathskellar.
The ultimate rejection or acceptance of the proposal will be
determined by Smith. If the plans
are approved, managers will be

selected by late September or
early October.
The equipment needed for the
rathskellar has not yet been ordered. Occasionally the delivery
requires a lengthy amount of time,
and this may delay the opening of
the pub.

Having a rathskellar on campus
has provoked controversies. Opponents object that a rathskellar
condones drinking. Lee regards the
rathskellar as a place for social
drinking, and not excessive
drinking. In his opinion, students
drink anyway, and having a

rathskellar on campus will keep
students from driving under the
influence of alcohol. As a further
benefit, the pub will create twentyfive to thirty student jobs.
A coupon will be printed in the
Tripod to determine students' beer
preferences.

Administration on Admissions

(Cont. from pg. 1)
Dean Winslow called for the ad- reflects the fiscal requirements of
One question that is always
mission of S5S new freshmen and the institution." Yet he said he sees asked is whether or not any quota
transfer students. (NOTE: The the size of the school stabilizing, if system is used in the admissions
discrepancy between the desired
for no other reason, than there is process. According to Smith,
1683 FTE for the Christmas Term not much room left for housing "Quota is a numerical term. We're
of this year and the budget based
students. He said, "I would assume not shooting for particular numon a FTE of 1605 is to allow for the that the college has reached a size bers in various categories. But
smaller size of the student body where it can't get any bigger certainly we're shooting for
that is always seen during the because there's nowhere to put various qualities in a number of
Trinity Term of each academic more students."
categories." ( A loose translation
year.)
,
Muir acknowledges that by of "categories" would be special
Winslow continued to update his Trinity's standards, the Class of talents possessed by different
At Maine's Bowdoin College
increasing concern that students March figures throughout the rest 1980 is a large class. He explained students.)
were "incapable of expressing a of the 1075-1976 school year. This this by stating that the size of the
As far as financial aid is concoherent train of thought in written year, there were 568 new freshmen class has not adversely affected its cerned, the Financial Aid Office
has very little if any impact
form" led the school to request a and. transfers, a figure which quality.
written essay as part of its student differs with Winslow's March
The' alternative of accepting Kregarding
the admissions process,
acts on
figures by only some two per cent. more transfers was not chosen
application process.
financial aid requests
After Winslow announces the because it was felt that the quality °nce the admissions decisions have
"One third of the papers and*
exams I receive," said one history desired number of new students, of the transfer pool was not that keen nude. Smith said, "Adprofessor, "are written by students emphasis shifts to the Admissions high. He does not expect to accept missions and financial aid
whom I consider functionally Office. In a' TRIPOD interview,
many transfers to the Class of 1980 decisions are separate decisions."
illiterate, I simply cannot correct Admissions Director W. Howie and to let its size shrink by at- There have been instances where
for both the historical content of Muir said, "Once the figure is
trition. Hopefully, the number of * student in the admisaable range
determined, then, within reason, lost students will be replaced by may be denied admission because
the work and for grammar."
The college's faculty and ad- this office has full authority
future CIAMUW.
his or her "financial aid needs are
ministration singled out athletes, reference what number of these
According to Smith, the too high for us to meet or for them
middle class students from students are to be freshmen and
overriding question regarding the to struggle
with
without
progressive schools and the poor what number transfers."
acceptance of a student is "What is assistance." In such cases
from deficient high schools as
Muir went on to speak of his
the student going to bring to the students sometimes hinder their
those who most frequently com- belief that the school was growing institution? What is the institution own education by spending too
prised the group of inept writers. in size, "I don't know who's doing going to do that will be valuable for much time at an outside job.
"Therefore Mr. Muir might
In a similar move the College it. The size of the student body him?'
counsel someone to go to a less
Entrance Examination Board
expensive school or to a public
recently included a "Test of
one," Smith said. He pointed out
Standard Written English" as a
that such cases are very unregular part of the Scholastic
common.
Aptitude Test (SAT).
The bid to more specifically and by Steve Kayman
designed to encourage members of
accurately analyze writing skills A Free University program will the Trinity community to get to
came after a general ten year be in operation at Trinity this know each other on a more perdecline in SAT mathematics and semester. All members of the sonal basis and to share common
English scores.
Trinity community— students, interests. At other institutions,'
Concern over poor writers and faculty, administration, staff, courses have ranged from frisbee
readers has extended beyond spouses—may teach or take throwing, guitar, gourmet cooking,
academia. Textbook manufac- lourses which may be of either an . and drawing to discussion groups
turers, for example, are en- dcademic or a non-academic on the Middle Bast, literature and
couraging college textbooks to be nature. Courses will be offered on a politics.
written at lower than previous non-credit basis and teachers will
In a Free University sense,
by Peter Davis
reading levels.
.
not be paid.
"teaching" a course may simply
A new member of the Chemistry
McGraw-Hill now asks authors The course catalogue for the involve coordinating a group of
to write college textbooks at the program will be published hi the people who share interests; for department this year is Paul
eighth and ninth grade levels of beginning of October. Catalogues example, people who may be in- Kuznesof, a New England native
reading.
will be. distributed to all members terested in listening to opera who joins the faculty as visiting
A spokesperson for the book of the College community and sign- together. Courses may aim vary, associate professor of chemistry.
Having obtained his B.S. from
publishers defended the move, up sheets will, be available in greatly in scope. Some activities
Brown University and his Ph.D.
saying, "We're not talking so much Mather.
may meet three or four times,
about just lowering the ( reading) In order to meet our printing whereas others may be semester- from Northwestern, he did his postdoctoral work at the University of
level of the books as we are schedule, the- deadline for long in length.
California at Berkeley and gained
( about) making the points a little registering to teach a course is
Questions or comments about the
clearer." For many Americans Monday, Sept. 20. Currently, over Free University may be addressed some teaching" experience there
outside of college, though, 22 courses have been submitted, to any member of the committee: before returning east to Hartford.
His fondness for the New
"clarity" isn't so much the issue as ranging from Peer Counseling to Professors Larry Fader, Alan
is the lack of basic reading, surfcasting
to - Macrame. Fink, Sonia Lee, LeBaron Moseby, England area figured in his
writing, speaking and listening EVERYONE with a particular and J. Ronald Spencer; students decision to accept a teaching
skills.
hobby or area of interest is en- Jane Beddall, Lisa Calesnick, position here, but more importantly, he wished to experience
According to US Commissioner couraged to teach a course. So mail Karen Ezekial, Barb Grossman, the more intimate atmosphere of a '
of Education Terrel Bell only 56% your course description to Box'1388 Steve Kayman, Doug McGarrah, smaller academic institution,
of American adults are able to by Sept. 20.
andYolanda Sefcik. Inquiries may which he believes he has found
match personal qualifications to The Free University concept is also be sent to Box 1388.
here at Trinity.
job requirements when shown a
Having chosen teaching as his
series of newspaper help-wanted
Fall Term, 197*
vocation,
rather than research,
ads, and one fifth cannot read an
Kuznesof commented that a
FREE UNIVERSITY
"equal opportunity" notice well
scientist should try to remain
REGISTRATION FORM
enough to understand it.
active in both fields. Although
Name:
In addition Bell said that about
Trinity is not equipped for any
Address:
39 million Americans could not
research on a large scale, he hopes
Trinity Box #:
locate the deduction for social
to devote some time to empirical
security on a monthly earnings
Phone 0:
study on his own. He added that he
statement.
Name of Course:
is impressed to see members of the
The study cited by Bell is the
department
pursuing
such
first national assessment of the
projects. He expressed a favorable
If specifics are known, please answer the following:
performance of adults on a number
opinion of the department as a
Brief description for catalogue (attach separate sheet, if
of objective skills judged
Whole.
'
necessary):
necessary to "survival in
In discussing what Kuznesof
American society,"
hopes to accomplish as an InApproximate cost of books, materials, field trips, etc. (if
Bell expressed particular constructor at Trinity, he described
any):
/
cern for those on the bottom of the
his goals as being rather broad and
"survival skills" ratings. "If they
basic. Most importantly he wishes
Will the course require any special facilities or equipment?
cannot cope now," Bell said, "the
to demonstrate to his students the
next decade will find them lower on
importance of chemistry's role in
the survival scale, and with them
society today and wants them to
Desired starting date?
respect this role above all. He
their famUtea."
Limit on enrollment (if any):
spoke of student response as being
Think "how it must feel," the
Approximate number of session?
good thus far. He seems optimistic
education commissioner said, "to
about his future teaching exbe 25 yean old and unable to fill out
Approximate length of each session
periences here, having received
a work application, open a savings
overall a positive first impression .
account or read instructions for
of the Trinity community.
PLEASE
using an electrical appliance."

Illiteracy Increases
( CPS)-What's it like in a world
.papered with books, newspapers,
magazines, forms and notices not
to be able to read? What do you do
if you can't understand your
college textbook, figure out your
income taxes or follow the
qualification requirements in a
help-wanted ad?
According to a number of recent
surveys
more
and
more
Americans, much to their disadvantage, are finding out.
"Functional illiteracy," or the
inability to communicate and
accomplish tasks within a basic
level of competency and clarity,
has won a prominent place in the
lexicon of contemporary American
education.
And unfortunately its applications have been widespread,
stretching across all levels of
education and not confined to one
race or family income :
—One study, due for release in a
few months, found that 36% of its
sample, given an income tax form
and information about dependents
were unable to read, write or
compute well enough to enter the
correct number of exemptions in
the appropriate block.
—Another study of adults with
10,5 years average schooling found
that their average reading and
computation level equaled a fifth
grade education.
—A third survey of college
department chairpersons found
widespread, though not universal
concern that "students are coming
from high school with a far less
firm grasp on fundamentals than
before—middle class as well as
disadvantaged students."
Results from this last study
coincided with remarks from the
executive secretary of the Modern
Language Association, who stated,

Schlosberg Rejoins
Phil Dept
by. Julia B. Vigneron
'
Jed Schlosberg has returned to
Trinity College as a lecturer in
philosophy after a four-year absence. During that time, he investigated other alternatives to
teaching. He travelled to Europe to
fulfill the language requirement
[or his ph. D . in Philosophy, which
he completed in 1973. He became
involved in the educational
Programs sponsored by the Connecticut Commission on the Arts.
Schlosberg still pursues this interest on a part-time basis.
. Schlosberg regards his life and
future as an "open question". In
njs search for a permanent
section, he has been examining
various learning situations. Involvement with public and inner««y education, the arts, and
«w«tre has led to short-lived, but
£ M u' l e a r n l n g experiences.
X.nSperg's
overt concern about
* L r * o f education and the
«*K*tor's role is manifest in his
^ M n n t o h h t vocation.

Free University: Last Chance

Chemistry
Welcomes

Kuznesof
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by Peter Bielak
and Kenneth Crowe
AIESEC is a French acronym for
"International Association of
Students of Economics and
Management."
It is an
organization that tries to help
bridge the gap between students
and the business community.
AIESEC members talk to the
companies and organizations in
Connecticut, especially those in the
Hartford area. We try to arrange a
meaningful work experience in the
particular company for a student
from one of fifty-four foreign
countries. In return for creating
jobs for foreign students, an equal
number of our members apply to
work in one of these fifty-four
countries.
The advantage to the student is

WE'RE
KICKING
THE CAN

that he or she is allowed to specify
where they would like to go, when
they would like to go, what type of
job they would like and for how
long (between six weeks and
eighteen months).
Not only does AIESEC create
opportunities to go abroad, but also
to meet high-ranking representatives of most of the major
companies in the area, thus
providing an excellent source of
contracts for future reference
when looking for employment.
Last year, AIESEC Trinity
matched three students to Sweden,
three to Yugoslavia, and one each
to Greece, the Netherlands, Japan,
Italy and Switzerland.
Trinity will be hosting two interns in the next two months,
Jacques Merran of Paris, France
and David Chu of Hong Kong,
David will be working at New
Haven Trap Rock-Tomasso until
the end of January in general
business management and cost
accounting.
Dave will be living at Pike, and
he described the members as very

LNB Is Worth It
by the Imbibing Idiots
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Another exam flunked? Rejected
at another grad school? Get happy,
cash in at the Last National Bank
happy hour, Monday-Friday 4 - 6
p.m. There awaits you a low
monetary investment with a high
payoff in the guise of inexpensive
drinks and all the popcorn, cheese,
and fruit you can eat. Of course,
the salt content of these foods
stimulates and increases the need
to' quench one's thirst, and a large
quantity of drink even at low prices
may lead to a high total cash
outlay. The atmosphere is contrived but successful, You may sit
on a banker's leather couch, in a
teller's booth, or at a conference
table. The drinks are not the most
potent this duo and entourage
have ever soaked up, but the price
is right: 75$ for beer ( Michelob
and Tuborg), $1.00 for mixed
drinks, and $1.25 for house drinks.
The state of personal equilibrium
can be easily surpassed if the goal
is not stability.

nice people who work and party will involve a project on boiler and
insurance
unhard. He said that he enjoys the machinery
United States especially the open derwriting.
areas and the scenery which Hong
Besides the student exchange
Kong lacks. Dave's hobbies include program, AIESEC involves itself
soccer, badminton and squash. He actively on campus. Some of
has also traveled extensively in AIESEC Trinity's activities of last
Asia, visiting Japan, Malaysia and year were: a reception at Hartford
Indonesia.
Insurance Group, Connecticut
Trinity's other intern, Jacques Mutual Insurance Companies
Merran, will be arriving in the next "Lecture Series, and a dinnertwo weeks. A business student, lecture with Michael J. HamJacques will be working for the burger, Economic advisor at the
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Federal Reserve Bank of New
& Insurance Company. His duties York.

Food For Thought
by Jonathan Goodwin
Organizations without structure
traditionally have difficulties.,
inspiring an equal degree of
responsibility among its members.
Because of this, the Trinity Food
Co-op Food for Thought, held two
organizational meetings on
Thursday, September 9 and
Saturday, September 11 to decide
upon its standard mode of
operation.
'
At the first meeting, those in
attendance ( approx. 50) discussed
last year's co-op. Particularly
noted were how the co-op had
functioned normally and where it
had developed problems.
One major problem discussed
was the difficulty in maintaining
an equity of labor. It was decided
to require 3 hours minimum
contribution of time per month. It
was further agreed that those
interested
in
establishing
procedures and responsibilities for
the upcoming year would hold a
working meeting Saturday at 3
p.m. in Wean Lounge.
The second meeting started with

Station iio.

a few more introductory comments
about the co-op. Following this, the
approximately 20 people divided
into three groups on the basis of
free time available on Friday.
Each group discussed its
respective duties and made individual commitments for the
following week.
Thereafter, commitments would
be signed up on a monthly master
schedule. At this, the second
meeting disbanded.
Food for Thought ( FFT) is one
of several food co-ops Trinity has
had in recent years. However, FFT
is the only co-op to become "official" by joining the ranks of
student organizations. The expressed purpose was to make
available to members quality foods
at inexpensive prices.
FFT operates on a weekly
schedule. Individual orders are
due by Wednesday. These orders
are tallied to form the bulk Trinity
order. This order is then merged
with those of Down to Earth and
Blue Hills Coop (both Hartford

church based co-ops).
Each Friday morning at 6:30,
representatives of Down to Earth
drive to the New England Regional
Farmer's Market to purchase in
bulk the aggregate order. The food
is then delivered to the basement of
the Grace Lutheran Church, wherethe sorting and distributing,
process ( which will take the rest"
of the morning and afternoon) is
handled.
FFT offers a wide choice of
foods: Assorted vegetables, fruits,
some dry foods (grains, rice,
etc.), breads, honey, and cheese
( bought in 50 lb. rolls). Because of
various moral, nutritional,,
ideological and practical reasons,
FFT is .not at present offering
either meats or sugar.
If you are interested in joining
FFT (there is a onetime $3
membership fee), or desire more
information, please contact Pat
Weinthal at 525-5894 or Box 1019 or
Peter Bergold at Box 1065.

-sfes,

SAGA Switches Line

by Magda Lichota
In an attempt to alleviate long
lunch and dinner linesv at Mather
dining hall, a new entrance at the
north end of the red room was
opened Thursday, September 9.
Students entering Mather from the
red room doors proceed directly to
the third food line.
Jeff Wilson, food service

GIANT HERE

iSUB

AIESEC Trinity is planning fiiF
its best year ever with a multitude
of upcoming special events and
projects, the first of which is the
Membership meeting.
If you would like to know more
about AIESEC or would like to
become a member, there will be a
membership meeting tonight
Tuesday, September 14th in Wean
Lounge at 7:00 p.m. Refreshments
will be served. If you have any
other questions please contact
Peter Bielak, Box 673, Telephone1
524-5206.

director, stated in reference to the
new entrance, "I'm not sure
whether it will help. It might just
redistribute the line and make
people wait longer on a short line.''
Wilson also commented that the
second entrance "helps a little at
lunch but has hardly any effect at
dinner."
_
The experimental use of a second
entrance will continue for a few
more days until food service officials make a determination as to
the efficiency of a second entrance.
The long lines at Mather may be
attributed to the increase of
students on the meal plan: This
semester, 1,150 students eat at
Mather as opposed to 1,000
students last semester. After

September 12, the deadline for
dropping the. meal plan, SAGA
expects to retain 95% of its
clientele. The unprecedented large
class of freshmen is responsible for
the rise in the .number of students
on the meal plan.
Food service officials said that
this semester's improved menu is
due to the stabilization of food
prices over the past six months.
SAGA can now afford to serve
heavier meat items, such as roasts
and steaks. This semester, roast
beef is run in the jniddle of the
week, whereas last semester-roast
beef was only served on weekends.
Steak will be served, this semester,
every other Saturday alternating
with roast beef.

THE CHANGE
is you
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^/3!4 with purchase
of any SUB.
Offer Expires 9/21/76
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COLD evr COMBO
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1258 BROAD ST.
.OPEM LATE"
7 DAYS A WEEK
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to Date!

THE PLACE
'
is rumpelstiltskins
today is change, and it's now! At Rumpelstiltskins where we
understand the intricateness of haircutting & hair design,
and especially you. Come in and see the head shaking cuts for spring and summer and enjoy the uniqueness of atmosphere, and master
hair cutting for the feeling of you, letting yourself be you.
Tues.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

•2.00 OFF

Any Haircut
WITH THIS AD

V

3 A .M .

served w i t h your choice of Cheese-Qnlons-Le&uce-DIII Pickles-Tornatoes
Green Peppers-Black: Olives-salt-Pepper and Oil

608 Maple Ave,, Hartford

'CUtttf*

522-1660
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Faculty Close-Up: Clyde McKee
*£*-

by Leigh Breslau
lieutenant-governorship of ConAs the election year approaches, necticut.
the sides are lining up for
McKee's courses reflect his
President Ford or Governor intense interest in the inner
Carter. Here in Connecticut, workings of government. He set up
„ usually a Democratic state, Carter his freshman seminar as a model
clearly appeals to a majority of the of government, hoping to teach his
population. Professor Clyde students the art of successful
McKee of the Political Science campaigning, public speaking, and
department has thrown his full parliamentary procedure. His
weight of support firmly behind technique was so successful that
Carter. McKee, himself a local this past year the student governpolitician, has edited the can- ment was virtually "taken over"
didate's position papers, and by twenty-two of his former
designed the Delegate Selection students without being discovered.
Strategy which resulted in
To further his own knowledge of
delegates from over 160 cities political administration McKee
being elected. At this time McKee spent a year as a bureaucrat in
continues to serve Carter on the Washington, D.C. At that time he
lived in the planned community of
- State Coordinating Committee.
McKee's involvement in politics Columbia which seems to have had
is not new. After attending a major impact upon him, He felt
Wesley an to receive his B.A., and that this community had a
attending University of Chicago beneficial effect on his family,
Law School, McKee enlisted in the instilling in them the desire to seek
U.S. Air Force Intelligence Corp.,
serving in a surveillance unit on a
German mountain. It was there,
while learning the art of diplomacy
.•*>. in tense psychological situations,
that his interest in teaching began.
„ He returned to Wesleyan to receive by Leslie McCuaig
his Masters in English and
Buildings and Grounds' highest
Education.
He taught in the public schools of priority in maintaining the campus
Hartford,
Middletown, and is making sure all outdoor lighting
Westbrook, It was in this last town facilities are functioning. Security
notifies B&G daily of burned out or
. that McKee jumped into politics. damaged
lights, and they are
He served on the School Building immediately
replaced. However,
* Board, and spent two years and proper lighting is not to be found in
$20,000 interviewing architects for all places yet. The sidewalk cona proposed school. His board was necting the chapel to Vernon St.
notified however that, without was moved several yards this
their knowledge, the building lot summer, and the new sidewalk
had been sold. McKee referred to does not have lights. New ones
this as his first "bitter lesson" in have arrived at B&G, and Riel
politics,
Crandall, director of B&G, said
Since then McKee has been a that they will be installed as soon
.- Zoning Enforcement Officer, as the contracted laborers appear,
Commissioner of the New Britain providing students with a safer
_ Charter Commission, and a justice walkway.
of the peace.
B&G relandscaped a great deal
McKee is an innovator, a true
crusader. He revels in smoke-filled this summer, mostly around
caucus rooms, and the juggling of President Lock wood's house and
party politics. One source in- the Austin Arts Center. This
formed me that McKee once mainly involved planting and
received a late-night call during relocating rhododendrons, yew
which he was offered the bushes and trees. A group of

excellence, and affording them an documented the New Haven recognizes democracy as a
opportunity to pursue this goal.
Reporter campaign which suc- primary source of ethical values.
' He has been instrumental in the cessfully "killed" the income tax While he feels that Watergate and
creation of the Legislative In- in Connecticut. McKee feels this its aftermath have created a lack
ternship Program, one of the finest has led directly to the advent of of respect for the legitimacy of
of its kind. He is in the process of gambling in the state. The effects public institutions, he continues to
formulating the Judicial In- are quite detrimental. Many strive to educate the future
ternship program, a project he is judges,
businessmen
and leadership to serve honorably and
excited about. He has always been politicians have been indicted in vitally in the government, and to
interested in the police, the courts, connection with the jai-alai fronton rebuild a system he feels is
valuable.
and the prisons. He presently scandals.
serves as a consultant for the
McKee's philosophy reflects that
This is the second in a series of
Hartford Police Force. He has of John Dewey, long associated
ridden for eight hours at night in a with Columbia University. He articles that will appear weekly.
patrol car, an experience he
recalls as sometimes harrowing,
"riding at 80 miles per hour
through red light after red light".
FRENCH, SWISS AND
His own research encompasses
GERMAN SPECIALTIES
ethics in politics, party politics, and
the influence of the news media on
RESTAURANT — COCKTAIL LOUNGE
the state government. This last
OPEN FROM 11 A.M. — .1:0O A.M.
study was carried out by Don
FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT
Rominik and Bruce Wessel, two
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Trinity students. They have
980 Farmingtoh Ave., West Hartford, CT

GJe/u
'eiwetss

236-3096

B&G Makes Change
citizens called "The Friends of
Austin Arts Center" gave a grant
for the art center work and the rest
was financed out of B&G's budget
at a cost of approximately $3000.
Other improvements that took
place this summer include the
building of more ramps for the
handicapped and the painting of
Cook, Jarvis, Woodward and
Goodwin. 82-84 Cresent St. was
completely renovated and insulation was installed in some
campus dwellings. This process is
still underway with the hope that,
come winter, fuel costs to the
college will be kept to a minimum.

Mon-Sat
Y XHw
297 1/2
na.m.-12p.m.
d^WW^^
Washington St.
Sunday
&'J*jk&5$b
' (Across from Httd.
12-11
^ ^ ^ ^ $ ^ '
Hospital)
GRINDERS PIZZAS
PLUS! Delicious Dinners
FOR FAST SERVICE PHONE 527-7764

THE
POLISETTE-DART
BAND
with special guest,

246-2143

LEON REDBONE

TRINITY BARBER SHOP

FRI., SEPT. 17

Specializing in ong hair shaping and styling,
also the lines! regular haircuts

• 209 ZION STREET

AT 9:30 P.M.
AAcConaughy Hall
We'sleyan University

OPPOSITE TRINITY COLLEGE
*

•

Middletown

GALLUP & ALFRED
201 ASYLUM ST.

— TICKETS ~
$3, in advance; $4, at door

525-3121

(across from Civic Center)
AN ADDITIONAL 1 0 % STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON LP. RECORDS
MUST PRESENT STUDENT I.D. CARD
• „
J (JEW. B. S..« PH ,

Stairway To Heaven (Hartford)
Integrity'N'Music
(Wethersfield & Avon)

4

MC.

10% OFF ALL HEAD GEAR
PRESENTATION OF THIS AD

^
PPESCPIP TIDN SPECIALISTS
•

-HARTFORD, CONN.

We look forward to serving you better with:
Complete Card
and Gift Depts
Larger Prescription Dept.
Convenient
Parking
Leqal Beverages
Prompt & Courteous Attention
STOP IN AND GET ACQUAINTED'
Checks will be cashed with Trinity I.D.

Ferris

C2=
KODACOLOR DEVELOPING & PRINTING
12 exp. - * 2 . 9 9
20 exp. - * 4 . 9 9
%

HAVE YOUR DOCTOR CALL IN, AND WE'LL HAVE

4C

YOUR PRESCRIPTION WAITING WHEN YOU ARRIVE

UPON

PIPES * PAPERS* INDIAN SPREADS
JEWELRY* COMICS

130 NEW 9RITAIN AV€., COR. BROAD STREET

' PHONE 247-7926

We're selling tickets for all area concerts
Those now available:
9/24, The Steve Miller Band—Hartford Civic
Center
10/13, Jackson Browne—New
Haven
Coliseum

Cieri's
Fharn

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
$50.00 off reg. price on all WATERBEDS to
first 10 customers
11 HEATH ST.
Hartford, CT. 523-0869
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Garofolo Gives Security Hints
by Kenneth Crowe
One of the major problems in the
United States today is the ever
increasing crime rate. At Trinity,
though, the trend has been a
decreasing crime rate. The man
who is responsible for this is Al
Garofolo, the head of Trinity's
security office.

assaults like the one in North
Campus, Garofolo replied that an
extra man was to be hired and
assigned to patrol the North
Campus area.
Crime in North Campus is only
one of several problems that the
Security Office must deal with.
Among the specific problems
which have arisen have been the
increased number of thefts from
storage and the large increase in
the number of unregistered cars.
Garofolo feels students are
responsible for the thefts from
storage. He referred to the many
signs which have appeared in
Mather asking for the return of
furniture and refrigerators. This is
just another example of how insensitive some students are
towards others, Garofolo said.

But Trinity still has some
problems, such as the attempted
assault upon a female freshman
last week in North Campus. While
the assailant was caught, accordingtoGarofolo, rumors have
been spread since then that there
have been five rapes, which has
caused the women "to get real
uptight.'' It was for this reason that
the pamphlet "Not For Women
Only!" was distributed at
registration. "Its intention is not to
Garof olo maintained that sixty to
scare but to make people aware,"
Garofolo said. He said that people eighty students have failed to
do not consider Trinity to be part of register their cars. The main
the city because it is its own small purpose for having a car registered
community. Only when people istoprotect the student who owns
realize that Trinity is part of it; if a stolen car is registered, it is
Hartford do they take security much easier to recover, Garofolo
said.
seriously.
One reason that student cars are
When asked what other steps he
plans to take to prevent further stolen is that students are too lazy

We Deliver
Ph©o@ 547-0263

to park them in the peripheral lots
of the campus, Garofolo said.
Instead students are parking their
cars on Summit Street. As long as
the cars are pulled off the road
they will not be ticketed, but they
also do not receive the protection
which campus parking lots
receive.
Garofolo's last major concern is
that of vandalism. This includes
the setting off of smoke bombs, the
ringing of false alarms, and broken
windows. Garofolo said he feels
that these are some incidents in
which students show their lack of
concern for others. This includes
lack of concern for both the student
body and local residents. For each
time a fire truck answers a false
alarm it increases the chance that
the truck might be needed
elsewhere and it decreases the
amount of rapport that Trinity
enjoys with the fire department.
Garofolo feels that when
students begintotake an interest
in their personal security and show
concern for others, the job of
maintaining security at Trinity
will be much easier. To Garofolo,
security is not something with
which only the security office must
deal with, but something which
everyone must be involved in if it is
to be effective.

So says the V A . . .

In general, the Incidence of crimes at Trinity over the past seven years is a record of
continuing diminutlon-and primarily for one reason: UNDERGRADUATES KNOW THEY
ARE V U L N E R A B L E : THEY HAVE BECOME MORE SECURITY CONSCIOUS NOT
• ONLY IN SELF-INTEREST BUT ALSO IN THE INTERESTS O F OTHERS. Remember the
college campus is not immune: on the contrary, It often attracts certain kinds of criminal!,
especially those who, because of age and appearance, are unobtrusive In It.
There are precautions which you can take to lessen your chances and those of others of
becoming victim to rape, sexual assault, or similar crime. Prevention Is the best and first
defense against crime.
1. Avoid being overly friendly with strangers, be rude if necessary. "Women who are
characteristically friendly and who like to help others are courting DANGER." T H E R E IS
NO SPECIFIC T I M E OR PLACE WHEN RAPES OCCUR. Be alert, observant, and aware
of any out-of-the-ordinary occurrence or of any unknown person. Avoid taking dangerous
short cuts (especially in areas which afford hiding places for a would-be assailant.) Always
lock your car doors and entrances to dormitory or residence halls.
a. Keep your door locked at all times, even if you are leaving the room for only a few
moments. Do not let strangers into your room. Identify a caller before you unlock the door.
If unable to do so, ask the caller to slip an ID card under the door.
3. Never walk alone at night. Try to establish a buddy system; walk with someone, and
don't be embarrassed to ask another undergraduate to accompany you.
4. If you remain on campus at times when many students in your residence are away,
move In with another student. Try to ascertain who else is staying on the same floor;
arrange a mutual check system with them. Your Resident Assistant will help with these
arrangements if need be.
5. please draw shades after dark and N EVER dress or undress in front of windows.
4. Use only your last name and Initial on door plates and In the Hartford Telephone
Directory.
7. Report to a Security Officer or the Mather Student Center if you encounter suspicious
persons or if you come upon situations and conditions which you consider to be dangerous.
8. If you must travel alone on campus after dark, please use our Escort System.

BEER & WINE MERCHANTS
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PIZZA HOUSE
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(ACROSS FROM TRSN8TY CAMPUS)

287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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200-walt
study/reading
HtfhmMMh
Sight engineered
" " " I "
Bollef Uiflhl Beiw
Sight Bureau approved. Hull level,
fully diffused light. glarefess and
shadowless, to avoid eye ffttlgue
Durable.washable shade Herghl 22

TABLE MODEL
list price $29.99

LIGHT
PRICE

$1099

Wal Mounted Model

list price $39.99
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Flow Model
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PRICE
look for other special saving* i n Hartford's largest display of student a n d study lamps.

29"

CONNECTICUT
LGHT1NG CENTER
Light Prices
for Bright Ideas
160BiainafdRd Hoftfofd.Ct.
249-763?
cwssfrw altes>
!*
'y
MM.-FH. 9am-9pm. Sat. until 5

Richard Staron, Prop.

• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5fh ONE FREE
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Editorial
Vandalism Hurts
Proceeding with the thoughts raised in last week's TRIPOD
editorial regarding community spirit at Trinity, the issue of vandalism on campus must become paramount. It is indeed disappointing that vandalism has become so major an issue that it must be
treated as perhaps the prime block to true community spirit at
Trinity. It has been documented clearly in the past by the office of
campus security and by the department of buildings and grounds
that many more incidents of vandalism on campus are due to the
actions of Trinity students themselves, rather than to outsiders. How
can we respect each others' persons and rights if we cannot respect
our physical surroundings? An additional consideration which must
be taken into account is the cost to the College which unlimited
vandalism involves.

\H('

Perhaps the vandalistic "prank" affecting the largest number of
Trinity, students as well as the College's position in the Hartford
community is false fire alarms. The inconvenience which occupants
of a dormitory suffer when forced to evacuate their building in the
middle of a cool night are certainly obvious. Each false alarm which
requires the fire department to mobilize equipment and manpower
costs approximately $500. There is no law that requires the fire
department to include the College in their automatic direct alarm
system. With each additional false alarm, Trinity faces the prospect
of being dropped from that system. Not only would this jeopardize
the safety of the entire College community, but it would entail a
considerable outlay of funds on the part of the College to construct its
own system.
Vandalism is rampant in all of the dorms, whether it involves fire
extinguisher fights or walls and doors kicked and punched in during
in-door hockey and lacrosse games. Lounge furniture grows legs and
walks away to be discovered at the year's end stashed all over the
campus. The TRIPOD applauded this year's new developments in
the area of lounges and vending machines.
Over the summer, several areas of the campus have been relandscaped; most notably the area in front of Austin Arts Center, the
grounds just north of Downes Memorial Clocktower and the Chapel,
and the walkway from the Chapel parking lot to Vernon Street.
If these additions become objects of student abuse, there may not
be a next time. It simply becomes too expensive. It is student money
that is wasted everytime a fire extinguisher must be refilled or a
. lounge chair replaced.

Letters
For the Defense
To the Editor:
We feel that we have been placed
in a somewhat akward position
defending the administration, but
' we must voice our support for the

"boys down at Williams" who have
tried to insure that financial aid
recipients get the first crack at oncampus jobs. We refer to the
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enlightened article "More Red
Tape" by Marc Blumenthal which
bemoans the new guidelines
established by the Financial Aid
office for on-campus employment,
calling them "a totally inequitable
bureaucracy in triplicate." Admittedly there are weaknesses in
the new system, but its purpose:
that is to insure that financial aid
recipients are guaranteed oncampus employment before the
general student body can acquire
jobs, is praiseworthy.
Mr. Blumenthal defends the
rights of students who want to
work. We too whole heartedly
defend that right, but not at the
expense of students who have to
work. We suggest that financial aid
students competing for on-campus
jobs with no advantage over the
general student body is, indeed,
inexcusable.

be "well advised to start checking
up on student ownership of cars on
this campus." He queries if it is
fair that some financial aid people
own cars while other non need
people make due without them. We
really must shed a tear here Mr. B.
to think that at an institution such
as Trinity "poor" people have cars
while "rich" people do not, ( How
socialistic.) Sarcasm aside ( It's
not our style), let us suggest,
without claiming a monopoly on
virtue, that there is quite a difference between the BMW that
Daddy bought and the used Vega
that some ambitious lad spent all
last summer trying to earn.

May we also add for your information, that ownership of an
automobile is a consideration
made by the Financial Aid Office
in granting of awards. ( Check the
application.) Perhaps Mr. B.
would suggest that other items be
"checked out" by the office, such
as stereos, typewriters, Lacoste
Mr. B. goes on to tell us the shirts and maybe even shoes.
problems of the middle class
family who has to shell out 12
Mr. B. concludes his perceptive
grand to send their two kids to
commentary
with "the longer this
college. We are sympathetic to
their plight and realize that the system remains in effect, the more
middle class often gets the raw end varied methods will be discovered
of the deal. But consider the family to circumvent it." That's right,
whose income, total money earned; let's change the rules because
is 12 G's, let alone sending anyone people try to get around them.
Surely filling out a few extra forms
to college.
is not too high a price to pay to
insure that aid recipients are not
"screwed" by the very institution
We now can agree with Mr. B's which produce the "screwers."
statement, "For some, an oncampus job makes the difference
Yes Marc, let's plug up the
between books, food, and a few
extras; or going without." You bet '•loophole rich system" and
it does Marc! and we suggest that smooth out the "inequitable
in triplicate" and
this applies perfectly to financial bureaucracy
make it even harder for a student
aid recipients rather than the with
financial need to pursue a
college community as a whole.
higher education.
Warmly,
Scott Goddin'78
Mr. B. then goes on to suggest
C.R.Zeltnger'77
that the Financial Aid office would

'Thank You'
The members of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity would like to
thank all those who attended our
dancing and drinking evening last
Friday for helping to make it the
great success that it was. We hope
to see you all at the House many
times in the future.
Sincerely,
Ted, Pete, Eliot, Tony, Steve,
Mike, Andy, Bennett, and Jon
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Commentary

The Media and U.S. •> Africa Policy

by Mac Margolis

Part II
Their apparent discomfort in from the real source of violence influence. On the other hand, the the issues became mystically
assessing the dynamics of change and oppression. Not only has Times suggested that South transposed when the status of
in Africa is only rivaled by their Kissinger sought to dignify Vorster African whites—poor farmers of South Africa was discussed.
misinterpretations of these events. in the eyes of the world, he has
And while errors in judgement given the white South African Dutch extraction—having settled
Influential commentator, Tom
—even ignorance—are both ex- government an integral voice in in the Southern tip of Africa three Wicker, has taken a recent interest
cusable and unavoidable in the deciding the fate of indigenous centuries ago cannot be labelled in the developments within the
news profession, the scope and' peoples in Rhodesia.
colonialists. They are depicted African subcontinent. Though his
nature of misreporting about
more in the image of pioneers than
In keeping with the rituals of imperialists; they are compared to sympathies clearly lie with opsouthern Africa has served well the
white governments in the sub- international relations, the United North America's colonists and in pressed majority, his assessment
of the situation is both inaccurate
States avows allegiance to the
continent.
necessity of accountability. this light are often referred to as and, in at least one instance, imMoreover, because the press has Regardless of what level of
plicitly racist. In his judgement,
generally accepted the State atrocity inheres in a particular "white South Africans."
black people in Rhodesia stand in
The
subtle
distinctions
made
by
Department's information sour- policy measure, it is always acmarked contrast to the South
ces, newspapers naturally reflect companied by some justifying international politicians certainly Africans. "Rhodesia has long
do
not
impress
the
blacks
and
and rarely challenge the govern- piece of logic, no matter how
coloreds of Southern Africa, whose suffered from the political apathy
ment's policy,
specious.
P r e d i c t a b l y , basic fare is not substantially that afflicts many of the six million,
different in either Rhodesia or blacks in that country." (NYT,
In what major newspaper, TV
telecast or weekly journal has US/Southern Africa policy is
Aug. 27). According to Wicker thflPi
there been a thoroughgoing premised on a willful misreading South Africa. Journalists have not
critique of US shuttle diplomacy in of history. For the United States effectively countered this bogus "somnolent majority" is now*
Africa? The media has dutifully holds that South Africa a n d distinction made by Kissinger—a willing to break the chains of their
followed Kissinger's itinerary as Rhodesia require vastly different distinction that has led the United oppression. Wicker has ignored the
he jets across the ocean. They have approaches. The reason for this States
Government
to fact that this people, under the
faithfully reported his position and distinction is President Ford's acknowledge and even affirm most brutal repression, has fed,
echoed many times over the logic
South Africa's government while it clothed, armed and maintained
and interpretation of the United assertion that Rhodesia is ruled by criticizes Ian Smith's regime. In
States Govt.'s stance on southern a colonial government while South all the capsulized histories of
two vital liberations movementsAfrica. Kissinger and John Vorster Africa's whites represent a
appear daily in the headlines; their legitimate polity. The media has Southern Africa employed in the —ZANU and ZAPU—for nearly
negotiations have been hailed by generally accepted this view. newspapers, it is never pointed out two decades. Ultimately, such
the press as peace-making summit Columnists graciously explicate
racial stereotyping is not simply
meetings between two men, the State Department's posture by that the Portuguese colonized erroneous, but plays directly into
gravely concerned over the imof Africa a full two hundred the hands of the white regime. For
pending breakdown of world order. avowing that Rhodesia w a s parts
years
before the whites settled in years, the Europeans justified
This is not to say that the media The v manipulations of the State colonized relatively recently in
claims
to their
imperial
depends on solely hard-sell ad- Department in the affairs of colonial history. A feature article South Africa. Yet, the United
by invoking the very
vertisement to distribute their Southern Africa stand virtually in the NYT's explained that Ian States Government, the United possessions
Nations and t h e news media attributes of indigenous peoples'
Information. Understatement can unchallenged.
' that Wicker forwards in his article.
be as influential as sensationalism
Smith's government, as the unhesitatingly labelled the Por.£***•
in the news industry. Oftentimes,
inheritors of Cecil Rhode's colonial
It is not difficult to see the legacy, is consequently an alien tuguese, in Angola and Mozamthe mere ignorance of professional
The character of reporting, and
bique, colonial powers. Somehow, the opinions ventured by our
newsmakers will be integral in consequences of United States
shaping the public assessment of Foreign policy. By meeting
prominent journalists have done
issues and events. This is nowhere repeatedly with South Africa's
little to illuminate United States
better illustrated than in the leader, Kissinger has restored to
policy towards Africa. For a
American media's reporting and John Vorster ( and his whiteprofession that has so lauded its
Comment
commentary on recent develop- minority regime) the dignity and
own objectivity, critical ability and
status the United Nations denied
ments in southern Africa.
independence, the American
him. Through channels of western
Ever since the press deemed the diplomacy, the United States is
Media elite has largely failed in its
crisis in southern Africa worthy of daily paying tribute and giving
effort to analyze the problems and
national attention the coverage has advice to a man and a ruling elite
issues in South Africa. Through its
been varied and disparate. anathema to all Africans and third by Amanda Brown
Elton. People in Elton know there inability to challenge the asserProminent columnists, who speak world peoples everywhere. Furboldly and unhesitatingly about thermore, the audacious situation
There is a new gripe at Trinity are going to be freshmen living tions of the State Department the.,
politics in Europe, the Soviet Union has developed whereby Kissinger this fall: Overcrowding. No one there, so numbers become in- news media h a s effectively
reaffirmed the United State's
and other areas in the developed and Vorster are discussing not the can sleep because of Over- consequential.
Africa policy. The maker of policy
world display uncertainty when racism and subjugation of South crowding. Saga has to devise a new
The simplest and most and the maker of opinions have, if
evaluating the current scene in African peoples, but the problems maze-of lunch lines due to OverAfrica. They treat the subject in Rhodesia! Merely by thecrowding. Lines at the bookstore, economical solution is, ultimately, unwittingly, joined hands.
gingerly, tiptoeing around the machinations of American foreign lines for the shower, no hot water, Room Service. While not imbasic issues, occasionally ven- diplomacy, the United States has all because of Overcrowding. mediately obvious, Room Service
turing a fervent assertion or two. diverted international attention While the individual freshman would clearly make Trinity a
(-woman, -person) is not to blame, better place, for'everyone, The
the class as a whole must bear me halls would be quieter at night if
brunt of this upperclassmen starving students could have late
by Arthur Robinson
unhappiness. One Eltonian ex- snacks delivered at all hours
rather
than
shreiking
every
time
The following is a supplement to
pressed his views last week saying
by Arthur Robinson
the Catalogue's list of available
he was upset but not surprised that they see someone else's pizza
scholarships.
/"
Trinity was not in the process of delivered. Lines would be shorter
I once got into a discussion with a field. The bad and cowardly Billy spending thousands of dollars to at Mather and the showers for two
Martha Abernathy—bequest of
was
so
frightened
that
he
could
not
psychology major ( who urged me
James E. Gibbons, Hon. '21, in
build a new dorm to alleviate reasons. First, you could order
to get into the subject) about move. "Come in and help me, Overcrowding. He suggested breakfast in the morning when you
memory of his mistress.
deviance and retribution. Actually, Tommy!" he cried.
spreading
the
freshmen received your wake-up call.
Beta Lambda Epsilon —
•
the only talking I did was asking
throughout all of Trinity's dorms, Secondly, by eating at different
preference given to fathers of
However,
Tommy
said,
"I
am
what his terms meant. "It sounds
and warned of the possible dangers times, the lines to the showers
children of fraternity members.
very complex," I said. "It's ac- not supposed to go into the field." of aggressiveness, homosexuality, would be staggered. Security
Cicero—bequest of Lucius
So
he
stayed
outside
the
fence
like
would be simpler because people
tually quite simple," replied my
and cannibalism.
Cornelius, 1828, for students
a
good
boy
while
Billy
stood
still
would be in their rooms at night
friend. "This selection in the
majoring in Oratory.
textbook for my Psychology 461 until the bull gored him.
I realize these suggestions were watching Home Box Office instead
Donald Fink—bequest of Donald
class may make it a bit clearer for
well intended, but believe that on of walking to Cinestudio. In the
Fink,
'23, to honor the memory of
Billy
was
luckier
than
he
you." I here reprint the selection,
closer examination they lead only long run, room service could
deserved
to
be;
he
was
even
able
to
Donald
Fink, '23.
for those who do not wish to shell
to more hassles, and don't arrive at create campus jobs, slowly exout $18.95 in Follets for Concepts of walk a bit after a few months. the best solution. First of all, it panding to include laundry, dry
Dr. Richard Merchant-giveni by
Deviance in American Literature, However, he had been hurt as a would have been impossible to cleaning and maid service. The
punishment
for
his
bad
deed;
Richard
Merchant, Hon. 7 1 ; ,
money saved could be spent to
edited by Dr. William Donovan.
Tommy was not hurt, as a reward erect another High Rise or Jones improve what we already have.
originated
in 1971.
.
(
Heaven
help
us)
over
the
sumfor being good. If Tommy had not
Jarvis 1 west side could have patios
Charles Powell Memorial-gift
mer.
Even
if
a
dorm
had
been
been brave, he would have yielded
and terraces with grills and picnic
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Powell,
• Once upon a time there were two to temptation and gone into the started, to temporarily house tables. Elton and Jones could have
awarded to the student who best
little boys. One was very good, and field when Billy told him to come in freshmen in rented mobile home a joint pool area with sauna and
exemplifies the qualities of their
units
on
Life
Science
Quad
would
his name was Tommy; one was and help. However, he was brave
Jacuzzi whirlpools. North Campus
late son, Charles Powell, 53,
very bad, and his name was Billy. enough to do what he knew was have pleased no one. The freshmen and High Rise could have padwould ask if all of Trinity's foun#015382.
. ... „
right.
Oiie day, they walked past a field
dations were as weak as the dletennis and Ogilby could have
Alan Roberts-bequest of Alan
that had a fence around it. "Let us
housing, upperclassmen could not shuffleboard. The possibilities are
Roberts, '38, for students from
go in there," said Billy. "Oh, we
play Frisbee, and prospective endless, and the dangers of
Sweet Grass County, Montana,
aggressionfetc.,
are
removed.
And
should not," said Tommy, "our
"Do you understand more about students would not wait around to
with
preference given to thostymm
mothers have told us not to go in psychology now? " my friend asked live in the new dorm. Ultimately, so, it becomes clear that once
maternal
grandfathers educated in
again
the
administration
has
the
there." But Billy climbed over the when I had finished reading.
Trinity's enrollment would
Switzerland.
, ,
students
in
mind
by
admitting
a
fence into the field anyway.
decrease instead of expand:. To
Society for Extracurricular^
"Yes, " I said, "I'll avoid en- spread the freshmen throughout large freshman class. If we can
Suddenly, a bull came charging tering fields I know nothing the campuB would make everyone have Totalphone, why notActive Stadente-for a senior in nis
from behind a haystack across the about."
fifth year at Trinity. «
misphl
tin*- -hint o f«u
l
In this era, there is little if
anything in our society that has not
been permeated by the ethos of the
market economy. Information, as
much as any factory good, is a
produced commodity meant for
mass consumption. The currency
of the information industry is
language, the market-place is the
news media. It is a well-worn
axiom that the news media does
far more than reflect the tenor of
contemporary society. The elite
corps of columnists, newswriters,
and TV personages, who distill and
package our information daily,
determine not merely the sort of
news we receive but also the range
of conclusions and interpretation
we may reach about this carefully
sifted material. The glitter and
trappings which surround the hot
items on the six-o'clock news are
no different from nor less
significant than the character of
commercial advertisements that
intersperse these news telecasts.
In both cases there is a defined
commodity to be distributed
amongst a hopefully receptive
consumer audience. In both, saleability depends at least and as
much on the attractiveness of the
package as on the nature of the
contents.

Trinity Overcrowding

Scholarships

A Treatise on Deviance
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Steve Wood: Artist in Residence
by Julia B. Vigernon
Steve Wood's long, rangy figure
may already be familiar to many
in the Trinity College community.
He joined the Fine Arts faculty as
Artist-In-Residence last spring,
while finishing up a three year
teaching stint at the University of
Hartford. He has also taught at the
Wadsworth Atheneum and in
Baltimore.
As Steve has been here for a
while, he has had enough time to
form an evaluation of tine Trinity
community. He finds the general
student body very exciting and
stimulating; through active and
voluntary class participation there
is a great amount of interaction
between faculty and students. A
strong believer in "student
power", he wishes that students
were more aware of their potential
to make desired changes come
about.
Although enthusiastic about the
art department, Steve recognizes
an urgent need for expansion and
enlargement of the facilities. He
was also shocked at the dearth of
Trinity community support for the
Arts. Observing that "perception
humanizes people", he feels that a
scholastic requirement of one Fine
Arts course would help awaken

students not only to themselves,
but to the world around them as
well.'One positive result of this
requirement would be more interest invested in Austin Arts
Centre and the gallery.
Steve, who is primarily a
sculptor, also draws and makes
films. He likes the faculty, saying
that he didn't find any hostility or

pettyness. Nor did he find them as
"pseudo-Ivy League" as might be
expected. He also considers the
campus to be beautiful for its size
and cited the old quad as an
example. Steve's enthusiasm and
open, expressive style will surely
make a positive impact on the
community.

Film Review:

Obsession

by Stephen Forsling
Alfred Hitchcock may not be a
major cinema artist, but hardly
anyone
can
dispute
his
preeminence as a master of consistent screen entertainment. His
contribution to American film over
the past forty years is considerable: Hitchcock's work
practically constitutes its .own
genre. Ask almost anyone about a
Hitchcock movie and invariably
they will know what sort of film
you are talking about. Althoughstill active, retrospectives of his
career abound in college and film
societies, all of which presents a
difficult problem for a newer
director who attempts to emulate
that peculiar blend of wit and
perversity which is uniquely and
unmistakably Hitchcockian. Brian
de Palma's Obsession, starring
Cliff Robertson and fi»"«>"'"'»
Bujold, fails to live up to Hitchcock's slick, clever standard. Its
scenario is a little too familiar for
comfort—it
is
strikingly
reminiscent of Hitchcock's 1958
film Vertigo, in which James
Stewart played a man who
discovers a woman C Kim Novak),
who strongly resembles his late
mistress. He becomes obsessed
with the idea of recreating his new
find in the identical image of his
lost love—he dresses her and
arranges her hair so that she is an
exact duplicate of the first woman.
Vertigo had much more going for it
than Stewart's necrophUiac obsession, however. Hitchcock
loaded the movie with a myriad of
unexplained, enigmatic sequences
which tended to muddle the plot
and confuse the viewer but were
smashingly entertaining anyway.
Brian de Palma's Obsession, a
misguided effort from the start,
has none of the malice and sneaky
wit which characterize Vertigo,
Strangers on a Train, Psycho and
other Hitchcock films. De Palma's
movie begins with the death of. a
New Orleans real
estate
developer's wife, who perishes in
the explosive aftermath of a kidnapping. The businessman,
( Robertson) greatly bereaved,
builds a tomb for his wife and
young daughter on a piece of
property which his ambitious
partner (John Lithgow) desires
for commercial purposes. He
travels to Florence on business ( a
good opportunity for some nice
continental atmosphere of which
de Palma does not take advantage—Florence is wasted in a
brief sunset or two over the Ponte
Vecchio.) and discovers the
spitting image of his late wife in
the very church in which they had
met. He courts her and, against the
advice of his partner, brings her to
America with the idea of marrying
her. Things then quite suddenly go
awry and an entire sequence of
events dealing with the wife's
kidnapping in the early part of the
film is re-enacted. The viewer, as
well as the central character experiences a sense of deja vu which,
incidentally, was the original title
of the story by de Palma and Paul
Schrader. I hesitate to "give
away" further details of the
plot—not that there is any real
surprise in the final outcome, mind

you—but this sequence throws the
rest of the film completely off
balance and loads the scenario
with such heavy improbabilities
that eventually the entire movie
collapses under their weight.
Structurally, Obsession fails as a
thriller because the plot never
gives us the opportunity to be
absorbed into the story and watch
events slowly ttiicken and develop.
After the initial kidnapping there
are virtually no complications for
the first three-quarters of the film.
Then everything crashes down
upon us at once, so that we miss a
build-up of suspense.
Perhaps the film's greatest flaw
is that it is devoid of wit. Neither
the direction, screenplay, or
performances possess any real
humor. De Palma, Schrader,
Robertson and company all seem
to view the proceedings at hand
with a plodding seriousness that is
no doubt meant to be ominous but
is in reality boring. Genevieve
Bujold, as the wife and wife-to-be,
is a charming actress with an
expressive face, but there isn't
much she can do with her role here.
Paul Schrader's screenplay is
purely perfunctory and is largely
indistinguishable from TV movie
of the week banality. I often found
myself waiting for those jerky
false climaxes geared solely for
commercial breaks. VilmosSzigmond's photography and
Bernard Herrmann's score are
both' inept: the utilization of soft
focus in the film is grotesquely
inappropriate (Robertson even
dreams in soft focus) and there is a
slow motion ClairoJ-style windup
that practically wrenches you from
your seat. Herrmann's score, one
of his last and sadly, least effective, is replete with a schmaltzy
angel choir which is also out of
place.In Hitchcock's films .we can
almost feel the director's teasing
presence; we know he is always
one up on us and we can therefore
enjoy being manipulated. De
Palma, on the other hand, never
establishes a definite tone in his
film; he doesn't seem to be leading
us anywhere. There is one sequence
in which Ms. Bujold makes her own
pilgrimage to the tomb of
Robertson's first wife and places
her face against the cold white
marble. We have an inkling here
that we might have yet another
growing obsession on our hands but
unfortunately the ' scenario is
somewhat too conventional for that
and it is not followed up. Haying
missed the substance of Hitchcock's style de Palma fails to
substitute any clear visual style of
his own. What Obsession lacks is a
personal signature which might lift
it out of the rut of tedious
mediocrity. Granted, the film
makes few pretensions to art,
which is certainly in its credit, but
it doesn't even really succeed as
effective screen entertainment. If
de Palma and Schrader had tried
to make a modest film sans the
Hitchcockian flavor, Obsession
would at least fail in its own right;
as it is it suffers badly when
compared to earlier and better
Hitchcock films.

For Art's Sake
Anyone who is interested in
contributing any type of written
reviews covering theatrical,
musical or other related events
should attend a meeting of the
Tripod's Arts Department this
Wednesday, September 15 at, 7:30
p.m. at the Tripod office. If you are
interested in writing for the
Tripod's Arts staff but are unable
to attend this meeting, please
contact Ira Goldman at P.O. Box
740 or 246-7163.

' Trocfastination''
by Arthur Robinson
I've a test tomorrow in Economics,
So what do I do? I study the comics
( A student with limited study-time
frets
And reads all the papers the
library gets.)
I'lr next read some childhood tales
of fairies,
And then I'll re-read the obituaries.
I'll
stop
being
such
a
procrastinator—
Later.

New Pipes
Picked
On Sunday evening September 5,
the Trinity Pipes presented their
annual "Freshman Show" in
Hamlin Hall. As usual a large,
enthusiastic crowd attended to
hear several selections from the
group repetoire. Auditions were
then held for two successive nights,
and out of the twenty plus men and
women who tried out, six new
members were chosen. The new
Pipes are: Tom Johnson '79, Rick
Luskin '77, Margy Campbell '78,
Chris Hillyer '80, Pat Latorre '79,
and Nick Noble '80. They join old
members:
Ann Fairbanks,
musical director; Doug Thorn,
business manager; Betsy Tyson,
personnel correspondent; Andy
Storch, treasurer; and Steve
Gamer, psychological consultant.
Congratulations to the new Pipes,
and thanks to all those who
"auditioned!

THE PARTY'S OVER.
All too often, when the
party ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their
way to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party,
make sure they aren't drunk.
Don't be fooled because
they drank only beer or wine.
Beer and wine can be just as
intoxicating as mixed drinks.

And don't kid yourself
because they may have had
some black coffee. Black coffee
can't sober them up well enough
to drive.
If someone gets too drunk
to drive, drive him yourself. Or
call acab. Or offer to let him
sleep over.
Maybe your friend won't
be feeling so good on the
morning after, but you're going
to feel terrific.

DRUNK DRIVER. DEFT. Y
BOX 2345
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20852
I want to keep my friends alive
for the noxl part.v.

Tell me what else I can do.

FRIENDSDON'TLEtWENDS

$

THE 350
BEST.
AL FRANKLIN SOLVES A COMMON PROBLEM, REVEALS AN IMPORTANT
DIFFERENCE, AND OFFERS AN OUTSTANDING BONUS, ALL AT ONCE!

ADVENT

THE PROBLEM
Everybody wants a bargain, and every
ad you ever see (or stereo equipment
claims to be offering a bargain.
However, if you look closely, most
$350 stereo systems you see advertised
are just about the same: a bottom line
record changer, a big name receiver
offering 10-15 watts of power, and
private-label speakers that are either
too big for the receiver or too small to
sound good.

JVC

THE IMPORTANT
DIFFERENCE
At Al Franklin's we believe the only
way to do business is to offer the best
sound for your dollar, no matter what
your budget dictates. That's, what
makes our systems different, that's
what makes them bargains.

THE ATTRACTIVE
SOLUTION

350

For $350 we offer the amazing new ADVENT/3 speakers. A surprisingly accurate comoact
system with a range and balance within Vz octave of the finest speakers
^ t i M ^ S
performance is the JVC JR-S100 receiver. The JVC's 20 watts R M S

THE IMPORTANT BONUS
THIS SYSTEM QUALIFIES FOR OUR EXCLUSIVE COURTESY CARD which entitles the luckv redolent to
40% OFF list price on EVERY RECORD* they purchase for the next 6 months! Over 100 000 to choose from
•(excludes imports or specially priced items)
.wv «> cnoose from.

Tne flanfwd Civic Center
Hours Mon-Sat 10-9/Phone 527-2157 CHARGE
IT

September 14, i?74. The Trinity Tripod, page H

Announcements
Folk Society

Palnt-ln

Organizational meeting of the
Trinity Folk Society - all those
interested in making (formally or
informally) or simply enjoying all
types of folk-oriented music at
Trinity, please attend. Help bring
genuine alternative music to the
Trinity community: traditional,
bluegrass, ethnic, country, etc.
Whether you play an instrument,
sing, or simply like music, please
come today, Tuesday, 9/14, at 4:00
P.M. in Wean Lounge.

The Community House is a
collection of Individuals dedicated
to improving community life on
campus. In the spirit of providing
alternative activities and opportunities, the Community House
announces a community paint-in.
The Community House, located at
216 NB, is redesigning its storage
room into a lounge, coffee-house,
stage, gallery (etc - use your
imagination). However, steps are
taken one at a time. Thus, we begin
with a massive clean, paint and
refurnish operation. Volunteers
who would enjoy the wild experience of working together with
unknown people are urged to join
us, either throughout the week at
scattered times or formally
starting Friday September 17 at 1
PM. Also, at any time, come meet
us at Apts. Basements, A-2 or A-3
in 216 NB.

Project R.I.P.
Trinity's largest volunteer
program,
project
R.I.P.
(Rehabilitation in Prisons) is
looking for new volunteers to work
a few hours a week with the
patients of Whiting Forensk Institute in Middletown. People with
any kind of talent (art, dramatic,
teaching, singing, cards, pingpong,
whatever), enery, and concern are
urged to join the program. If you
have any questions at all or for
more details, please feel free to
contact Lisa Giuette, Box 132, 2493498.

Wean Lounge. Membership is open
to all those wishing to work abroad
for the summer or longer and who
desire to become more involved
with the business community.
AIESEC provides
valuable
There will be a meeting of the
practical experience with the Student Dance Organization
commercial world. Refreshments Tuesday September 14 in Seabury
* will be served.
47 at 7:30 PM. This organization is
independent of the Dance
Department and open to the entire
Trinity community. Prior experience in dance is not necessary.
"Cinque—Prince of Freedom," a We will be planning events for this
28-minute historical drama, will be semester so bring your ideas!
shown Monday, Sept. 20 at 4 p.m. in
the Watkinson Library. Produced
by Moses F. Prince, the film is the
story of a group of African slaves
who struggle against shipboard
There will be an organizational
masters
and
courthouse
prosecutors in pre-Civil War meeting for all women interested
Connecticut. According to Prince in playing intramural soccer on
Films Productions, much of the Thurs. Sept. 16th in the TransUl
research for the film was done at Sports Room at 4:15 p.m. For
further information, call 246-4338.
Trinity.

Cinque"
"Ci

Women's Soccer

Help Wanted

Watson
Fellowships
The
Watson
Travelling
Fellowship competition at Trinity
College is open to all students who
will receive their Bachelor's
Degrees in May of 1977. Application materials are available
from the Office of Educational
Services, and the deadline for the
submission
of
application
materials is as follows:
Faculty
Recommendation
deadline: 28 September 1976
Personal Application deadline:
29 September 1976
During October, the members of
the
Selection
Committee
(Professors Ogden, Tull, Simmons,
Zannoni; Deans Spencer, Jibrell

For Sale
For Sale — Typewriter, $15.00. 6334963.

Hejp Wanted — Housekeeperbabysitter needed two days a week.
Call 633-4963.

Altec Speakers, 3-way with equalizer.
Contact box 1256 Trinity.

Part-time cashier needed for
weekends. Maxwell Drugs, 1042 Main
St., 289-9355.

Loft for sale. Call Jim 246-4226.
Beautiful
handmade
Ecuador
scarves. Call Susan 246-6184 or stop
by Goodwin 34.

Eating Events
The Sprouting Out Vegetarian
Cuisine. The vegetarian's vegetarian
restaurant. Make it a learning experience in eating in Hartford, 20-1/2
New Park Ave., Hartford. 233-6536.

Belser Physics and Psyche 101 Texts.
Used. Contact Mike, Box 1245.

AUDIO

Rummage Sale. The Whaler's Tale.
Sat. 9-4, 211 Collins Street. 527-5650.

The Arts Cafe — a non-profit alternate gallery
and vegetarian
restaurant. After mid-night music
each nightly, 12-3 am. 72 Union Place.
Hartford. 525-0424.

Wanted

lliil:

} Wanted — Skis, want to buy 1 pr, of
Dynamic VR 17 195-200 cm. Contact
Box 184 or call 246-4787.

Parachuting Lesson and Dive—all In
one day! Come Sat. 18. $70.00 fee.
Contact Bill Horn. Trinity C. Box.
1173.

Sell au0ip equipment at your
college?]:. j Nofinvestmeht; ex- j
piBriehcedi sales } help aW
incentive; programs provided:
Oyer 60 top brands; including
saudiophile;lir|es; Audio Outlet"

Typing — Will do accurate iob. Call
Ms. Bern ice Berman, 26 Raven wood
Road, W. Hartford. 521-3511.

;N'J 07675J201) 666-8868
/Attention;;ArleneMuzyka,; ?^

Services-Lessons

Pedant
bi for

Whistle-Stop is playing at DKE on;
Friday at 8. Come and en|oy.

'

••

•'

•

Inside' Mogoiine

The two top prizes for this year's
Percival Wood Clement Essay
Competition went to two' former
Trinity students. The three judges
for the competition, Richard
Parker of Harvard Law School,
Samuel Hendel of Trinity College
and Lyman Gould of University of
Vermont awarded the second prize
of $750 to Dana Faulkner '76 and
third to Karen Jeffers '76. No first
prize was awarded. The Essay
topic concerned "Freedom of
Expression and Prior Restraint:
The Constitutional and Social
Issues."

THE TRINITY TRIPOD will
once again be periodically
publishing its Inside Magazine.
This 4 page insert to the TRIPOD
features several articles cum
photographs cum artwork that
relate to some topic of community
interest. Among those planned are
one on Community Life on Campus
(for the Sept. 28 TRIPOD) and one
on the elections November 2 (for .
the Oct. 26 TRIPOD). Those interested in writing etc. for these or
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COME OVER THE ROCKS

TIMOTHY'S
'

NOW OPEN till 9 p.m. M o n - Thurs
Fri: 6a.m.-4p.m. Sat; 7a.m.-2p.m.
BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SUPPER
243ZionSt.

Say You Saw It
The TRIPOD

efore

USED FURNITURE
DESKS, DRESSERS,
CHAIRS, TABLES
Open Tuesday-Saturday

. -

CLASSIFIED COUPON

289 New Britain Ave.
(Next to ABC Pisa)

Please print your ad clearly

247-4700

Housed

\JJ>Jasningl
lon

114 New Britain Ave.

£Barher efkop
Specializing in Hainlyting and

Your name:

Hainuttlng

I
i

Address:

|

Send to TRIPOD, Box 1310, Trinity College, Hartford

; 2 Win : Prizes

in

DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only 15« for the
first line, 10<t each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
10« a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
.

other magazine topics please
contact Jonathan Goodwin at 2494042 or Box 485.

Auto owners I Get a complete tune-up
for only $8.00 from an experienced
mechanic. Call 247-4266.

Larry G. Where are you? Your
buddies miss you on School St.I

•AD.

Romantics, take heart! There is
still one last chance to meet the
most interesting and dynamic
people on campus. Come down to
the Beginning Fencing Class, held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4:00
to 5:30 pm in the Wrestling Room.
Both men and women are equally
encouraged to participate.

and Winslow) will read applications and interview some of
the applicants. The Committee will
then select four nominees for the
Foundation's consideration.

2 Compact refrigerators — ideal for
dorm use. Call Bill 232-083B.
_^

Belated Birthday Greetings to Anne
Franke and Hooper . . . from all your
Trinity Studs.
Young V i r i l e , Muscular
looking for straight or
discourse. Phone 728-5064.

Fencing

News Notes

AIESEC, the International
Organization of students in
economics and business is having
an open house for all interested
students tonight at 7:00 p.m. in

Classified// /

Personals

There will be an important
meeting of all heads of student
organizations with the budget
committee, Tuesday, September
14, at 4:15 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium. Please be present, as
we will discuss this year's budget.
Any problems, see Jeff Meltzer at
Box 1229.

AIESEC >

r.

Happy Birthday to David Scharffl

Budget
Committee

Done®
Meeting

10% Discount to Trinity Students with I.D. only on pizzas
TRY THE BIGGEST GRINDER IN TOWN

.Appointment! Arcepled

SAL GtOCOLANO. I ' W

Telephone:

_____
Payment enclosed:
i

Tel- 247-8235
27 New Britian Ave.
J. Conn. 0 6 1 0 6 ^

Mon - Thurs:
Fri-Sat:
Sunday:

lla.m.-ia.m.
11 a.m.-2a.m.
12-12
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Sports
Football Squad Ups Winning Potential
by The Chief
Sophomore Mike Foye is the other
The 19 7ft Trinity Football contender for the Q.B, spot. The
machine is gearing towards Bantams also boast the return of
another
winning
season, two burly running backs, Senior
spearheaded by the return of 29 Tri-captain Pat Heffernan and
lettermen from the '75 squad and Junior Mike Brennan. The bruising
19 Freshmen numeral winners runs of Heffernan and Brennan will
from the Baby Bants. With the be nicely complimented by the
installation of a new multiflex slashing, speedy jaunts of Junior
offense, which opens up numerous Larry Moody and the Italian
offensive possibilities, Bantam Stallion, Senior Tony Ciccaglione.
Boosters can expect highly Promising Sophomores Paul
charged football on the upcoming Cotze, who ran particularly well
against W.P.I., John Rauland,
autumn afternoons.
The squad reported for duty Sean Sovney and Bill Hagen add
August 25 and soon began a week of depth to the Bantam backfield.
grueling two and sometimes three- However, a crippling knee injury
a-day workouts, Pre-season was to Sophomore Dave Biega has cost
culminated by a rib-rocking intra- the Bants his services for the year.
squad scrimmage September 4
At the split-end and tight-end
which gave fans a sneak preview of slots, Trinity looks exceptionally
the Blue and Gold. Last Saturday, tough. Returning lettermen inthe squad got its first chance to hit clude Senior Tom Lines, and
foreign bodies in a controlled Junior Jim Smith at split-end while
scrimmage against W.P.I. The Senior Al Juliane and Junior Marc
Bants displayed bone-crunching Montini man the tight-end post.
defense and a well poised offense in Sophomore Bill McCandless, a
this early season joust.
stickout on the freshman squad
Personnel-wise the team i s last year, is another deep threat at
beginning to take shape. The split end.
quarterback situation is solid with
The offensive line, although not
the return of Senior John Gillespie as big as in the past, is a tough,
and Junior Robbie Claflin. well-conditioned unit which should

produce. Seniors Mark Sterns and Patrol". Senior Big John Griglun defense.
Tom Barker and Juniors John K. and Juniors Dave Henderson and
The defensive backfield is the
Dooldorian and Karl "Da Da" Jack McDonald anchor the tackle most experienced area for the
Herbst provide the muscle at slots while Sophomore Barry Bantams with six returning
tackle while Juniors Tom Hef- Dorfman and Junior Scotty "Four Seniors. Gil Childers, Donny
fernan, "Moose" Poulin, Bobo Plays" Ceyne vie for the middle Daigneau, Danny Iadonisi, Dave
Montini and Sophomore Scott guard post. Junior Jeff "S.B." Jancarski, Bobby O'Leary and
Ramsay lend quickness at guard. Voigt and Sophomores Chris Tony Trivella, Junior Floyd
The "Jersey Giant", Dave Coratti Reeves, Jim Sylvestri and Jim Monroe and Sophomores Bruce
and Sophomore Tom Johnson tie Davis share up the defensive line. Shea, Mike Sapuppo, Henk
down the center spot.
The names of the linebacking Bouhuys and John "Fat Man"
Defense, a Bantam forte in the crew sound like a mafia role call Flynn will provide the depth in the
past should be solid once more this and the group will probably end up perimeter.
year. At Defensive end, the Bants making more hits than "The
All things considered, it should
boast
the
"Southington Godfather." Mike "the Shark" be a promising season for head
Strongman" Don Grabowski and Leverone, "Joltin' " Joe Delano, coach Don Miller, his assistants
the "Derby Sledgehammer", Rick John "Otto" Brucato and Jimmy Mike Darr, Rick Hazelton, George
Uluski ( both Tri-captains). Fans "Padre" Leone comprise the Sutherland, Bill Harmon, Chris
should look for another big year quartet. Leverone in particular Raymond and Bobby Murenia, and
from the 1-2 punch of the "Ski will put more bite into the Bantam the 1976 Trinity Bantams.

New Coaching Trio Hopes to
Raise X-Country Interest, Record
by Jane Terry

Although the start of the cross
country season is still almost three
weeks away, the team is getting
ready to take off, Despite a
disappointing 2-6 record last year,
"the team's morale is high and the
prospects look pretty good", according to one of the new coaches,
by Robert Herbst
Ralph Walde.
The change in coaching, as well
t h e Varsity Soccer team kicks season and 7-1 as freshmen will
off the 1976 season on September serve as the nucleus of the team. as the greater number of people
who have come out for the team,
28, with its first meeting with
Although the Bantams fade a may account for the improved
Central Connecticut College; but
challenging schedule, they should team spirit. Howard Barnes, who
long before that event the Bantams
do fairly well. This was demon- had coached at Trinity for the past
will be working hard in the search
strated September 9 in a scrim- two years, has assumed another
for a winning year. Having begun
mage against the University of
job in New Mexico. The vacancy
practice in late August, the hooters
Connecticut, a school which is created by his departure has been
will undergo several tough
scrimmages which should leave ranked first in New England and filled by Mille Brown, Michael
which was sixth in the nation at one Lestz and Ralph Walde. Although
the squad in tough, fighting trim.
time last year. U.Conn. prevailed none of them have had previous
Since the regular coach is on 2-0, but not before Trinity had coaching experience, Lestz, a
sabbatical, the team will be demonstrated that it could play an Trinity graduate, ran cross
directed by Coach Robert Shults, excellent ball control game. In our country and track here, and Brown
who as coach of last year's Junior league, playing against colleges and Walde have run many road
Varsity brings with him an ex- our size, Trinity could be vic- races. All three run with the team
tensive knowledge of the younger torious, If the hard work pays off
oh their ten mile practice sessions.
players. He feels that the current the Bantams will crow. Are you Walde hopes that the new threejuniors who were 4-3-1 as a J.V. last listening Wesleyan?
man coaching squad will be an
advantage, especially since the
runners will have greater access to
the coaches. Team captain Danny
Howe remarked that "the coaches
are enthusiastic and have some
new ideas."
Three outstanding runners, who
by SuperDuck
.line.
are returning to this year's team,
With an abundance of freshman
Behind this awesome aquatic are juniors Howe and Jon Sendor,
and veteran talent, Trinity Water task force is the strongest bench and sophomore John Sandman.
Polo is looking forward to its best ever seen in Trinity athletics. The team should be strengthened
season ever. After last year's Helping to keep this bench wet will by a good number of freshmen
dismal sixth place ranking in New be veterans Dave Rosen (77), Chip prospects, including Sean Martin,
England Water Polo, the Tinmen Glanville ( 78), Sophomores Rob who has made an impressive early
are aiming at the top. "We should Calgi, Ahmed Ahmed, Ron
take second place at least this Kaufman and Paul Sloane.
year, maybe better," commented Followed in force by fluffy
college sport shop
Co-Captain Dave Teichman ( 77) ducklings Dave Edelson, Mike
after beating Exeter Academy for Elgunise, Peter Greenleaf, Chris
the first time in 5 years, by a score Hillyer, Mike Hinton, Jamie
SQUASH AND TENNIS^
of 13-12 over the weekend.
Hudson, Rich Katzman, and Frank
RACQUETCENTER
With Senior Co-Captains Rob Wobst.
Meyer and Teichman taking the
This weekend the Dynamic
Head * Davis * Bancroft *
helm and the return of starters Jim Ducks will host a Five-Man
Wilson
Bradt ( 77), Scott McDonald ( 78) Tourney in the Trowbridge
Sales and Service
and Jeff Wagner (79), the Ducks Memorial Natatorium, boasting
have just a few gaps to fill. Frank such opposition a s , Williams,
squash stringing: $7.95
"Ooboo" Grubelich ( 77) will have SCSC, R.P.I., B.C., U.R.I.,
tennis stringing: $8.50
the demanding job of defending the UMASS, and Yale. Be there,
net and Kent "Remember Me" ALOHA.
114 New Britain Avenue
Reilly ( 79) will fill out the starting

Tough Schedule on Tap
for Soccer

Five-Man Tourney to Launch
Water Polo Season

*

Game #1
Game #2
Game #3
Garnet

Schedule:
Friday, September 17
.
5:00p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:45 p.m.

' Saturday, September IS
Game #5
»:00a.m.
Game #6
10:15a.m.
Game #7
11:30a.m.
Game #B
12:45 p.m.
Game #9
Game #10 '
Game #11
Game #11

3:00 p.m,
4:15p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:45 p.m.

LEAR! TO SKI
lie Indoor Way,!
connectr/eutr

10%
DISCOUNT
WITH THIS
AD IS SEPT.

956 MAIN ST., MANCHESTER ® 643-2764

competitive, those who have inshowing.
Coach Walde seems optimistic, vested that much time in high •
but says, "It is too early to assess school will choose a college which
the team, although I do look for an offers better facilities. Many
improved season." The fact that Trinity runners are dissatisfied
{here are more runners should with the course here and there has
help. Walde pointed to the shortage been some talk of changing it.
of team members as one of the
reasons for dismal records in the The first meet will be at home on
past. There has simply not been a Saturday, October?, at 12:00 noon.
great deal of interest in cross Trinity will be facing Keene State,,
country at Trinity and the teams Who, in Howe's estimation, has an
have been weak for a number of excellent team and will be" stiff (
years. Howe explained that a competition, Spectator support is
major reason for ths is that most always welcome. The team will
high school runners who are also take on the Hartford Tradr
serious about the sport choose a Club in a practice meet on
non-city college. Amherst and Saturday, September 18. There is
Williams, for example, attract still room and time for anyone
runners because their running interested to join the team. Contact
courses are both physically and Danny Howe, Box #758, or meet at
aesthetically more pleasant. Since the cannons on the quad for
runners usually train for at least practice at 3:45 Monday through
three years to become seriously Friday.

1976
VARSITY
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
September 25
October 2
October 9
October 16
October 23
(

Bowdoin
1: 30
Bates
i : 30
Williams
l : 30
AAiddlebury
i 30
Colby
i 30
Parents' Weekend)

Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

October 30
Coast Guard
1:30 Away
November 6 Amherst
1:30 Home
( Homecoming and Reunion)
November 13 Wesleyan

1:30

Away

Dine In Our
LUNCHEON • DINNER
LAST
__ LAtENIdHT SNACKS
MATIONAL - S U N D A Y BfiljNGH

BANK

